
	

 

WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY CONTRACT  

Hi there! Thank you so much for hiring me to 

document your special day and trusting me to do it well. I 

will always do my best to fulfill your needs and meet your 

goals, but sometimes it is best to have a few simple things 

written down so that we both know what is what, who 

should do what and what happens if stuff goes wrong.   

In this contract you won’t find complicated legal terms 

or large passages of unreadable text. We have no desire to 

trick you into signing something bad. We do want what’s 

best for the safety of both parties, now and in the future. 

IN SHORT  

You [NAME] are considering me as your wedding film 

vendor [Taylor Fields Productions] located at [100 Quiet 

Waters Lane, Fayetteville, GA 30214] for [DATE]: for the 

total price of PRICE (PACKAGE] as outlined in our previous 

correspondence. Of course it’s a little more complicated, 

but we’ll get to that.  



GETTING DOWN TO THE NITTY GRITTY 

The estimate/quotation price at the beginning of this 

document is an all-inclusive rate based on product and 

package selection, travel, licensing fees, equipment fees 

and contractor fees. 

COPYRIGHTS  

All production done through Taylor Fields Productions, 

LLC will be given to the client, royalty free; Taylor Fields 

Productions, LLC will still own all rights to the content, but 

those who purchase the content will be allowed to use the 

content freely. We retain rights for the express purpose of 

showcasing your project to other prospective clients and/or 

featuring on our website.  

When we receive your final payment, copyright is 

automatically assigned as follows: We both own the 

photographs, video, and other visual elements that are 

created during this project.  

 

DELIVERABLES  

The goods! You will be receiving digital files via 

WeTransfer.com (check it out - an awesome large-file 

sharing service, free of charge!) with the following content:  



FILM PACKAGE 

*These can be modified to suit your needs* 

MAGIC CUT- a 10-hour ($20 per/additional hour) production 

featuring unlimited coverage, capturing preparation leading up to 

the ceremony with the reception. (10-30min)   [$500] 

Includes:  

Getting Ready (single venue) 

Ceremony Film (straight through, no cuts) 

Reception 

Toasts and Speeches (included) 

First Dances 

 

DREAM CUT – 10-hour ($20 per/additional hour) production 

featuring a montage of the day put to music. (5-10min)  [$450] 

Includes:  

Getting Ready 

Ceremony (highlights) 

Reception 

Toasts and Speeches ($20) 

First Dances 



ADD-ONS 

___ Letter read/gift exchange (Bride and Groom read letters to each 

other before wedding) $10 

___ Our Story: Bride and Groom schedule a time to record audio or 

video with me about how you met and why you love each other. $15 

 

HAPILY EVER AFTER 

After filming multiple weddings, I’ve found that films get a 

special touch of personality when we have some time to 

document incredible moments with the bride and groom. Some 

couples have a time of prayer during a first look, or even the ultra-

rare “blind first look” Others have read letters to the camera from 

their soon-to-be spouse, as well as letters they have written 

themselves about their hopes and dreams going into a new future 

together. Does anyone have a Kleenex?!  

The possibilities are endless. I strongly encourage you to 

think about this and discuss the possibilities with your fiancé. E-

mail me personally if anything comes to mind! I will then work with 

your coordinator to arrange a time for these moments to be 

captured. Trust me, you won’t regret it!  

 

 

 



PROJECT PAYMENT  

Payments should be made prior to the wedding, a week in 

advance. 

Checks may be made payable & sent to:  

Taylor Fields Productions  

100 Quiet Waters Lane 

Fayetteville, GA 30214 

 

Optional Media Add-On  

I also burn Standard Definition DVDs for an additional charge. If 

you’d like your files compressed onto DVDs you can give to family 

members or use as a means to store your films, we offer the service 

of burning and mailing five (5) DVD-R’s straight to your house for an 

additional $20 a copy. Keep in mind that if you have the means to 

do so, you can do this yourself once you have the files, so feel free to 

go that route if you have the time and equipment, as it will save you 

some money  

Yes, please send me ___ DVD’s 

Address: 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________  



 

THE FINE PRINT  

I will also edit the film, providing a pleasing color balance 

but cannot guarantee exact color matching. It is sometimes not 

possible to record the exact color as seen by the human eye. 

There is no right to reject on the basis of style or composition.  

The videographer retains the entire copyright in the video at all 

times throughout the world. The videographer retains the right in 

all cases to use the videos in any manner at any time and in any 

part of the world for the purposes of advertising or otherwise 

promoting his work. The undersigned have read and understood 

the above contract and agree to the terms and conditions in their 

entirety.  

Upon receipt of successful delivery to client via 

WeTransfer.com, Taylor Fields Productions is no longer 

responsible for managing, maintaining or re-delivering any media 

gathered at the wedding, nor any productions made thereafter. 

Backing up your data is highly recommended, as unforeseen 

circumstances in technology (data loss, hard drive failures) often 

present themselves in the most inopportune times. Any client’s 

loss of productions, data or other media gathered will not be the 

responsibility of Taylor Fields Productions.  

Production takes time! Due to the volume of projects I have 

and how intentional I am in making the most out of each project, 

estimated delivery is, at maximum, four to six weeks; but it varies 



based on season. It’s worth the wait, and the productions will 

become priceless ways to vividly recollect these memories for 

years and years to come - we’re talking 50+ years! I don't rush my 

projects out the door, either. Each story is important to me and 

deserves my full attention and patience. We're capturing 

MEMORIES here, people!  

 

Thank you so much for letting me play a small role in your special 

day. It’s an honor to capture one of the most monumental events 

in your families’ lives.  

Signature________________________________________ 

Date_______________  

	


